In an earlier paper [ 1 l] we used the eta invariant of the tangential SPIN, complex to calculate the complex K-theory of odd dimensional spherical space forms. The only even dimensional spherical space forms other than the spheres are the real projective spaces. As the parity of the dimension plays a crucial role, it was natural to separate these two cases into different papers.
In the second section, we will discuss Clifford algebras and define the operators of the SPIN, and PIN, complex. We will show that the eta invariant corresponding to an operator whose leading symbol is given by Clifford multiplication belongs to Z[2-'-'I mod Z, where m = 21 is the dimension in question. In the third section, we will use the eta invariant to compute the reduced complex K-theory group of real projective space RP,,. The K-theory of projective space is well known (see Adams Cl] ), but this does provide a nice example of the use of this analytic invariant to detect torsion in K-theory, and it completes the study of spherical space forms begun in [ll] .
We conclude the third section by discussing some results concerning the K-theory of the sphere bundle of the tangent space of RF',,.
In the fourth section, we study functorial constructions related to taking the product of two even dimensional manifolds and the twisted product of two odd dimensional manifolds. In the fifth section, we use these constructions to obtain other manifolds where the eta invariant is non-trivial by taking the twisted product of a circle and a lensspace.
There are a number of possible applications of this paper and of [ 111. We hope in future papers to use this invariant to detect PIN, cobordism classes and perhaps thereby detect exotic differentiable structures on RP4. It is a pleasant task to thank Professors Richard Koch, Al Sieradski, and Sergey Yuzvinsky of the University of Oregon and Professor Ronald Stern of the University of Utah for several stimulating conversations on this subject.
ANALYTIC PRELIMINARIES
In the first section of this paper, we review the properties of the eta invariant which we shall need. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary of dimension m; for the moment we impose no restriction upon the parity of m. Let T*(M) be the cotangent space of A4 and let (x, 5) E T*(M), where x E M and where 4 E T*(M), is a point of the fiber. Let S(T*M) be the unit sphere bundle S(T*M)= {(x, ()ET*M): lQ2= l}.
Here 151 denotes the Riemannian length of the covector 5. Let V be a smooth vector bundle over M and let P: Coo(V) + Cm(V) be an elliptic pseudo-differential operator of order u > 0 which is self-adjoint with respect to some fiber metric on V. Let p(x, 5) be the leading symbol of P; this is a self-adjoint invertible endomorphism of V for 5 # 0 which is homogeneous of order U. Let (A,} F= i denote the spectrum of P where each eigenvalue is repeated according to the multiplicity. Define q(s, P) = 1 sign(4) II,\ p-S as a measure of the spectral asymmetry of P. Standard results (see, for example, [21] ) imply this series converges absolutely for Re(s)$O. Furthermore, there exists 6 > 0 so ~(s, P) has a meromorphic extension to {s E C: Re(s) > -6) with isolated simple poles on the real axis. If P is a partial differential operator, we may take 6 = 00; for general P, the region involved is a half-plane which includes the origin. The residue of P at such a pole is given by a local formula in the jets of the total symbol of P.
It is immediate from the definition that ~(s, P)=Trace.z{P.
(P2)--'s+')'2}.
We A priori, s = 0 need not be a regular value of q; the corresponding local formula does not in fact vanish identically pointwise [9] . Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer [3-51 showed s = 0 is a regular value if m is odd; we extended this result to the case m even in [lo] . Both proofs are quite topological; Wodzicki [22] has recently given a purely analytic proof of this regularity result.
Let N(P) denote the null space of the operator P and define r](P) = f{r(O, P) + dim N(P)} as a measure of the spectral asymmetry of P. Let P(a) be a smooth oneparameter family of such operators. As spectral values cross the origin, ~(0, P) has integer jumps of twice the multiplicity. If we reduce mod Z, then q(P) becomes continuous. In fact, q(P(a)) is smooth. It is immediate that 2 (s, P(a)) = --s TrLz {g. (P2)e(,t1)1z}.
In terms of the heat equation, this has the expression =r{@+1)/2}-'.
jam tcS-lu2 TrL2 f. (1 -2tP2) exp( -tP2) df =f{(s+ q/2}-'. p t(s-1)~2Tr~~{~~(1+2r$)exp(-iP')}dr = -sr{(S+1)/2}-~jorn ttS-')I2 TrLZ 2 * exp( -tP2) dt after integrating by parts in t. The analysis of Seeley [Zl] shows that this has a suitable meromorphic extension to C. Since there is a factor of-s multiplying the trace, we conclude dq/da is regular at s = 0 and is given by a local formula in the jets of the total symbols of {dP/da, P}. W e emphasize that the value of Y) at the point s= 0 is not given by a local formula in general. It is not really necessary to assume that P is self-adjoint; all these notions can be generalized to the case that the leading symbol of P has no purely imaginary eigenvalues on S( T*M).
q gives rise to both K-theoretic and cobordism invariants. Let G = X,(M) be the fundamental group and let p: G + U(k) be a unitary representation. Let V, be the locally flat bundle with holonomy p defined by the representation. Since the transition functions are locally constant, we may construct an operator P,, on Cm( V@ V,) which is locally isomorphic to k copies of the operator P. P, is unique if P is differential; otherwise it is unique modulo infinitely smoothing terms. We define an R/Z valued index by reducing mod Z:
ind(p, P) = q(P,) -kq(P) E R mod Z. LEMMA 1.1. Let P(a) be a smooth one-parameter family of such operators. Then ind(p, P(a)) is independent of the parameter a.
Proof. We differentiate with respect to the parameter a: f (indh P(a))} =f {v((P(a)b) -k$ {r(P(a))).
The derivative of eta is given by a local formula in the jets of the symbol of P. Since the two operators (P(a)), and kP(a)= P(a)@ lk are locally isomorphic, the two local formulas cancel and the derivative vanishes. This completes the proof.
This shows ind(p, P) is a homotopy invariant of P. It is not an invariant of the bundle V, in general. Let M= S' and let P = --a/ax on S' = R/271. Z. rcl(S1) 1:Z, where the generator is the identity map on S'. Let p,( 1) = exp(2nis): Z -+ U( 1); then it is an elementary computation with the Riemann zeta function to see ind(p,, P) = i + E. The line bundle I', is, of course, always topologicaly trivial in this case.
By changing the invariant slightly or by making additional assumptions, we can construct invariants in K-theory. Let R(G) be the group representation ring generated by the irreducible unitary representations of G. If p E R(G), let dim(p) = Tr(p(1)) be the virtual dimension. Let R,(G) be the ideal of representations of virtual dimension 0. The natural map p + V,, induces a ring morphism R(G) -+ K(M); we let &(M) denote the image. This is the subring generated by the bundles admitting locally flat structures stably. If R denotes the reduced K-theory group let &,,,(M) be the image of R,(G) under this map.
Eta is additive with respect to the direct sum of operators. Therefore ind(p, @p2, P) = ind(p,, P) + ind(p2, P). We extend ind(*, P): R(G) + R mod Z to be a group homomorphism.
By definition, if 1 = p0 denotes the trivial representation, ind( 1, P) = 0 so we may restrict ind(*, P): R,,(G) -+ R mod Z.
If the operator P is positive or negative definite, then the eta function and the ordinary zeta function agree. The value of zeta at s = 0 is given by a local formula [2] so ind(p, P) =0 for such an operator. Introduce the following infinitesimal measure of the spectral asymmetry of P. Let n: S( T*M) + A4 be the projection and n*V the pull-back bundle over S(T*M). For (x, ()E S(T*M), let p(x, [)EHOM( V,) be the symbol of P. For example, if P = C pi(x) a/ax, is a first order operator, then oP(x, 5) = p(x, g) = iC Pj(x) 4;. This is a self-adjoint invertible automorphism of the fiber V,. Decompose
as an orthogonal direct sum of the span of the eigenspaces of p corresponding to eigenvalues with positive/negative eigenvalues. These have constant rank and define smooth vector bundles over S(T*M). This decomposes rc*V=17+(p)@K(p).
If W is a bundle, let { W} denote the corresponding element of K(M). The various functorial properties of eta we have derived can be used to prove the following lemma; we omit details and refer to [S, 1OJ. This is an R/Z valued invariant we can regard as defined on R,(G)@ {K(S( T*M))/n*K(M)}, but in certain circumstances we can lift it to a real valued invariant.
Let pi: G --) U(k) and suppose a fixed bundle isomorphism T: V,, -+ VP2 is given. Using r we regard pr and pz as two different locally flat structures on the same bundle W. Both P,, and P,, have the same leading symbol. Let P(a) = aPp, + (1 -a) Pp, as a smooth oneparameter family of such operators. Define iNpI, p2, T, P) = j: $ {P(a)} da E R using the local formula for the derivative. Mod Z, ind(p,, p2, T, P) = ind(p, -p2, P). This invariant is multiplicative under finite coverings as it is given by a local formula. It depends upon the isomorphism z chosen; different isomorphisms give rise to different lifts from R/Z to R in general. If we take p, = pz but z # 1, then this is an integer related to spectral flow.
The same arguments used to prove Lemma 1.2 generalize immediately to show: LEMMA 1.3. Let pi: G -+ U(k) and let z be a bundle isomorphism VP, --+ vP2* There exists an R valued additive map ind(p,, p2, T, *):
-+ R such that:
(a) ind(p,, p2, z, {n+(p)))=Wp,, p2, 5, PL (b) ind(p,,p,,r,P)=ind(p,,P)-ind(p,,P)modZ, (c) ind is multipliative under finite coverings.
We have given at some length the general picture in order to contrast it with the particular case with which we shall be working. We will return in the third section to the case of general operators when discussing real projective space. We now restrict to the case of first order partial differential operators. There is a general procedure for constructing such operators P. Let N be a possibly non-compact manifold of dimension m + 1 with boundary M. We assume that the metric is a product near M. Let Q: Ca( V,) + C""( I'*) b e a first order elliptic complex over N. We can use the geodesic normal flow to identify M x [0,6) wih some neighborhood of M= dN in N. We take 6 = 1 without loss of generality. In the collar, we may decompose Q in the form Q = -iq,(x, n)(Wn + Q,(n)>, where x E M and where n E [0, 1) is the normal parameter. For each value of n, &(n) is a tangential differential operator on C%( V,) over M. By replacing Q by a homotopic elliptic complex, we can assume QT(n) and q,,(x, n) is independent of the normal parameter. We use q,Jx) to identify V, with V, over the collar M x [0, 1). If q is the leading symbol of Q, then the leading symbol of QT = qT is given by the formula for (x, 5) E T*(M).
The symbol qr(x, 5) has no purely imaginary eigenvalues for 4 # 0 by the ellipticity assumption on Q. Thus QT is an elliptic operator; for many examples QT will actually be self-adjoint. QT will be called the tangential operator of the complex (Q, V, , VJ.
If N is compact, Atiyah et al. [3] have given non-local elliptic boundary conditions for the complex and the index theorem in this context becomes: THEOREM 1.4 (Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer). Let Q: Cz(V,)-+ Ca(VZ) be a first order elliptic complex over a compact manifold N with boundary M. Let Q be the product near the boundary with tangential part Q, as discussed above. Then index(Q) = jN %h4 dx -v(Qd.
CI~(X) is a local invariant in the jets of the symbol of Q and Q*; it is the constant term in the asymptotic expansion of exp( -tQ*Q) -exp( -tQQ*).
Remark. There is a generalization of this formula due to Donnelly [6] which takes into account equivariant actions which we shall use in the third section in discussing the eta invariant for the PIN, operator on projective space.
So far, we have not worried about the parity of m. The basic asymptotic result we need is the following: LEMMA 1.5 (Seeley) . Let A4 be a compact Riemannian mantfold without boundary of dimension m. Let P: C?(V) -+ Cm(V) be a self-adjoint elliptic partial differential operator of order u > 0 and let Q: Coo(V) --+ Coo(V) be an auxiliary partial differential operator of order a > 0. As t + O+, there is an asymptotic formula Tr(Q exp( -tP'))m f tcn-m-aw2uan(Q exp( -tP*)). n=O The a,(Q exp( -tP2)) can be computed by integrating local invariants of the total symbol of Q and the jets of the total symbol of P over M. a,, = 0 tfn + a is odd.
Remark. The existence of the asymptotic series follows from the calculus of pseudo-differential operators depending upon a complex parameter developed by Seeley [21] . We refer to [ 141 for a proof in a quite general setting. The vanishing if n + a is odd follows from standard arguments in dimensional analysis [8] . It is essential that Q and P be differential; there is no corresponding result in the general pseudo-differential category.
We now restrict to the case u = a = 1 and m even. We noted earlier that tlb, p)=q(s+ w-' jfm t(S-')/2 Tr,z(P exp( -tP*)) dt.
We decompose the integral into two pieces Jh + J;". The second term gives rise to an entire function of s. We use the asymptotic series of Lemma 1.5 in the first term to see
where rN is holomorphic for Re(s) > m -N. We choose N large. As a = 1, n must be odd and therefore (n -m) # 0. Consequently q(s, P) is regular at s=O in this instance. Furthermore, the same calculations show
and thus the derivative of v] vanishes identically in this case. This proves: LEMMA 1.6. Let M be a compact Riemannian man&old without boundary of dimension m = 21 and let P: Cx( V) + Cco( V) be a first order partial differential operator which is elliptic and self-adjoint over M. Then (a) n(s, P) is regular at s = 0.
(b) Let P(a) be a smooth one-parameter family of such operators.
Then n(P(a)) is independent qf a in R/Z.
Remark. This is a trivial consequence of the parities involved; by considering second order operators over even dimensional manifolds, one can get non-trivial problems for which the proof of the regularity is more difficult. We refer to [lo] for examples. If W is a bundle over M, we can let P,: Cm(V@ W)-+ Cm(V@ W) be the operator P with coefficients in W. This is well defined modulo 0th order terms by requiring the symbol to be p@ 1. Consequently n(Pn,) is well defined and the map W + n( Pw) E R/Z gives rise to a map K(M) -+ R/Z.
We can also exploit the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem in this context: Proof We can always homotop the elliptic complex without changing QT on M so that it is a product near M. We apply the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer Theorem 1.4. The index(Q) is always an integer. As N has odd dimension, there is no constant term in the heat equation by Lemma 1.5 and thus a,, = 0 This shows index(Q) = -q(Q=) E Z and completes the proof.
The case of even dimensional manifold and first order operators is very special and as a result the general theory simplifies considerably. In the next section, we shall discuss an operator in this context which we will show in the later sections has a non-trivial eta invariant. These invariants will lie in Z[2-'-'I mod 2; we do not know if this is always the case in this context.
THE TANGENTIAL OPERATOR OF THE PIN, COMPLEX
In Section 1, we discussed the analytic results concerning the eta invariant of a first order self-adjoint elliptic partial differential operator on an even dimensional manifold. In contrast to the general situation, the eta invariant turned out to be a homotopy invariant of the operator without the need to consider coefficients in locally flat bundles. The PIN, complex is defined on odd dimensional manifolds; it therefore always has zero index if the manifold in question has no boundary. As this elliptic complex is perhaps not as well known as the other classical elliptic complexes, we shall take some care in its definition. Signs are technically most important in this subject and we shall summarize the relevant sign conventions we shall employ in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4.
We first review briefly the material regarding Clifford algebras we need; we refer to [2, 171 for further details. Let V be a real vector space of dimension v equipped with a positive definite inner product ( , ). We will specialize later to V= R", but it is convenient to work in a coordinate free fashion. Let F(V) = R 0 VGJ V@ V@ ... be the complete tensor algebra. We can introduce a Z, grading on this algebra and decompose F( V) = 9J V) @ FO( V) into the tensors of even and odd degree. Let .f be the two-sided ideal of .F( V) generated by all elements of the form v @ w + w@ v + 2(v, w) for v, w E V. 9 respects the Z, grading as the defining relationship is even. The Clifford algebra U( I') = F( I')/9 has dimension 2" and inherits a Z, grading from F(V); %?( V) = G&( V) @ 'G,( V).
We shall let "*" denote the algebra multiplication on V(V). The Clifford algebra inherits a natural inner product from V. Let c"(v) x = v * x. E(D) is a skew-adjoint linear map for v E V. Let {s,}, 1 <i < v, be an orthonormal basis for V. The 2' elements of the form {si, *. . * sin} for 1 <i, < ... <i, < v form an orthonormal basis for w(V). The Clifford algebra is the universal algebra generated by the {sj} subject to the Clifford commutation relations sj*s,+s,*sj= -26,,, where S,, is the Kronecker symbol. V is a linear subspace of %?( I') which generates the Clifford algebra.
Let d be a unital algebra and let h: V+ &' be a linear map such that h(u) h(w) + h(w) h(u) = -2(u, w) 1. There is a unique algebra extension h: %?( V) -+ d. Let {ej} E GL(k, C). These are Clifford matrices if e,e, + ekei= -26,,. Given Clifford matrices ej, there is a unique map e: %?( V) + GL(k, C) so e(s,) = eJ.
Let M be a Riemannian manifold; we use the metric to identify T(M) and T*(M). Let V(M) be the bundle of Clifford algebras of T(M). Let V be a smooth bundle over M and let p: %7(M) -+ HOM( V) be a representation of the Clifford bundle as a bundle of automorphisms of V. We can always choose the metric on V so ip(x, 5) is self-adjoint for (x, 5) E T*M. Relative to a local coordinate frame, we decompose p(x, 5) = 1 pi(x) tj. If the Riemannian metric is given by ds2 =g,k dx' d,uk (summed over repeated indices), then p(S, 5)' = -gjkrjtk = -ItI 2 so p is an elliptic symbol. We let ip be the symbol of a self-adjoint operator P on V; in local coordinates P = C pi(x) a/ax, + b(x), where h is the 0th order term. Such an operator is said to have its leading symbol given by Clifford multiplication. LEMMA 2.1. Let M he a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary of even dimension m = 21 and let P: C" ( V) -+ C" ( V) be a self-adjoint elliptic first order partial differential operator whose leading s.vmbol ip is given by Cltfford multiplication.
Then:
Remark. As we shall see later, the denominators given here are sharp. We shall be considering primarily non-orientable manifolds to maximize the possible denominators.
Proof: We can identify the Clifford and Exterior bundles as vector bundles, although the algebra structures are different. We complexify T(M) and C(M) and the representations involved. Suppose first M is orientable and fix an orientation. Let {s, ,..., s,,,} be a local oriented orthonormal frame for T(M). Define c1= i's, * . . . * s, E g( V)
to represent the orientation class. The power of i is chosen so u * o! = 1. As m is even, a anti-commutes with T(M). We decompose V= V+ @ V-into the f 1 eigenspaces of p(a). We decompose p= O p-( > P+ 0 for p+: V++ VT; the adjoint of p+ is -p-on T(M). We average over Zz to construct a new operator P' with the same leading symbol which anti-commutes with p(a). q(P) = q(P') by Lemma 1.6 so we may assume P = P'. Because P anti-commutes with p(a), the positive and negative eigenvalues of P have the same multiplicity and q(P) = f dim N(P) = $ index( P + ) mod Z. This proves (a). If M is not orientable, then a is not well defined. However, p(a) is still well defined locally (up to sign) and we can average over Z, to assume p(a) Pp(u.) = -P. Let L(M) = Am(M) be the orientation bundle of M. This is a real line bundle with structure group Z,. Let $ = p(a) @ LX. We regard $: V+ V@L(M) and $:
which is invariantly defined. $'= 1 and Il/p(x, l) I,$ = -p(x, 5) 0 1. The operator P, = -Il/P$ is the operator P with coefficients in the locally flat bundle L. As P, is isomorphic to -P we have v](P) = -yl(PJ or equivalently 2q
The line bundle L is classified by a map f: M -+ RP, from M to real-projective space of dimension m. It is well known (and we shall show later)
and consequently
W=OinK(M), weconcludeq(P,)=O by Lemma 1.6, which completes the proof of Lemma 2.1.
We can draw the following Corollary from Lemmas 2.1 and 1.7: Relative to this decomposition, the DeRham complex on N is
The operator Q = (d + 6), decomposes in block form as -l@(d+6)", -a/anQ 1 > so that the tangential operator QT has the form Therefore by Lemma 1.7, q(P) = -r(Q,) = 0 in R/Z so ix(M) E Z, which completes the proof. We may take M= RP, and P = (d+ 6) to see ~(d + 6) = tx(RP,) = 4 # 0 in R/Z. To get an operator with q(P) = 2-l-', we must find an operator which is in a certain sense the square root of the DeRham complex. To do this, we must describe PIN, structures as this operator cannot be defined in terms of just an orthogonal structure.
We return to our study of Clifford algebras. V is a real vector space of dimension U. The involution (u, @ ... Ov,) -+ (t), 0 ... @u,)'= u,o ... @ u1 preserves the grading on the tensor algebra F(V) and also preserves the ideal 4. It extends to an involution of the Clifford algebra g(V). Let 21 E V have unit length and define p(u) w = u * w * u for WE I/.
It is immediate that p(u) w E V is given by reflection in the hyperplane perpendicular to u. Let PIN( V) = {x E %'( V): x can be written as a product of unit vectors of Vintheformx=u, *...*u,}.
The parity of n is well defined; x E %$( V) or x E VO( V) as n is even or odd. This set is closed under Clifford multiplication and forms a compact Lie group. If x E PIN(V), we define p(x) w = x * w * x'. ~(x)cO( I') is a product of hyperplane reflections and belongs to the orthogonal group. p: PIN(V) + O( I') . is a group morphism and gives a double covering: We extend p and x to act trivially on the U( 1) factor in PIN,(V).
If o(J)=n', then this is a well defined character on PIN,(V). The product with p gives a double cover: Remark. We refer to [2] for details of the proof. If x E PIN,(V), then x * v * x' * x * A = x(x) x * v * A. Thus to get PIN, equivariance rather than just SPIN, equivariance, we must twist with the character x. There are many relations between these representations we shall discuss later.
Fix V= R" and denote the resulting objects by SPIN,(m), etc. Let M be a Riemannian manifold of M and choose a simple cover U, of M by geodesically convex coordinate charts. Let s, be orthonormal frames for T( U,). On the overlap we can express sj = glk. sk for gjk : U, n U, -+ O(m). The { gjk} Satisfy the COCyCle condition gjk gk, g, = 1. We say that kf admits a PIN, structure if we can find gjk E PIN,(m) so p(gjk) =gjk and g;,g;,g:, = 1 still satisfy the cocycle condition. Inequivalent PIN, structures are parametrized by U( 1) line bundles over M. If E is a PIN, structure, -E = E Q L is defined by replacing gik by -t-g.j, = x( g;k) gik.
We say M is orientable if we can choose the sj so the g$&SO(m). If M admits a PIN, structure, then the g',,ESPIN,(m) and we say A4 has a SPIN,. There is a natural identification of orientations and (S)PIN, structure on N with those on M. If M= dN, where N is not a collar, there may be topological obstructions to extending a given structure from the collar to all of N. There is a natural notion of equivalence, and up to equivalence, the particular simple cover or frames chosen do not matter in defining a PIN, structure. There are inequivalent PIN, structures as we shall see and not every manifold admits a PIN, structure.
The representations of Lemma 2.3 define bundles and symbols of elliptic complexes over even dimensional SPIN, and odd dimensional PIN, manifolds. We fix PIN, connections so that a symbol uniquely corresponds to a differential operator. We summarize below the relevant facts we shall need; we omit the proof as it is completely straightforward. It is clear that the operator D, has a leading symbol given by Clifford multiplication.
We may therefore apply Lemmas 2.1 and 1.7 to such an operator. The operator 0; gives rise to 2-torsion invariants in K-theory and PIN, cobordism. In the next sections, we will compute various examples of this invariant. We shall often omit the superscript I/ when it is clear which bundle is being discussed. Up to unitary equivalence, we may identify e(x) with 2:. If we replace e by -e we obtain the same symbol p, and therefore we do not need to worry about the particular representation of Lemma 2. It is clear P has the same leading symbol as D, up to sign; the only point to be careful on is whether one gets DT or -DT. If we take the other inequivalent PIN, structure, we must replace P by P with coefficients in L. This changes the sign and replaces P by -P.
THE ETA INVARIANT FOR
We now compute the eta invariant. To avoid difficulties with the second fundamental form, we make a radial change of metric on R"+ ' so that the new metric agrees with the standard metric near the origin 0, is the product metric near the sphere S", and is invariant under the antipodal isometry g(x)= -x. Let D: ?(A,) -C"(A,@L) be the PIN, complex over D" + '. We extend g* to act on this elliptic complex. On A,, g* is just the pull-back defined by g*u(x) = u( -x) for U: Dmfl + C". On A,@ L, g* is minus the pull-back g*u(x) = -u( -x). Of course, both these bundles are topologically trivial over the unit disk, but it is convenient to distinguish them as the actions are different. D is equivariant with respect to the given actions; g*D = Dg*. The only fixed point of g is at the origin and g*= +l on A,and -1 on A,QL.
Let D, be the tangential part of the operator D. We take a spectral resolution of DT on C"(A,) over S" and decompose L* = @E(n) into the finite dimensional smooth eigenspaces of DT. g* commutes with D, and we define the g-eta function by q(s, DT, g*) = 1 sign(l). Tr(g* on E(L)) * 111-'.
The boundary conditions which define index (D) are g* invariant and we can define the g-index as the alternating sum of Tr(g*) on the Oeigenspace. The Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem as generalized by Donnelly [6] takes the form in this setting: We noted that the only fixed point is at the origin. For isolated fixed points, the contribution PO at a fixed point is quite simple. It was analysed by Kotake [19] , who used heat equation methods to prove the Atiyah-Bott theorem. His results show
(The corresponding analysis for higher dimensional fixed point sets is much more difficult. We refer to [7, 13 , IS] for a discussion of the signature, SPIN,, and DeRham complexes; the analysis for the PIN, complex in odd dimensions is similar but is not worked out explicitly.)
We average over the group Z, to calculate the dimension of the subspace of E(1) which is g* invariant to be {dim E(A) + Tr(g* on E(A))}/2. Remarks. This shows that Lemma 2.1(b) is sharp. If we choose the opposite inequivalent PIN, structure, we simply change the sign and the invariant becomes -2 -I-'. The mod 2 Euler characteristic is an obstruction to ordinary cobordism. This theorem shows RP, is an element of order at least 2'+' in the PIN, cobordism ring.
The bundle L is S" x C with the identification (x, A) = (-x, -A). Taking coefficients in L. changes the sign so v((D~)~)= -2-'-l.
If LO l"= 1" then necessarily -n2-'-' = n2-'-' mod Z by Lemma 1.6 so 2' divides n. Conversely, if n = 2' then the map C: R"+ ' --, GL(n, C) given by Lemma 2.3 satisfies C( -x) = -E(x) and gives an equivariant section to S" x C" which gives a global trivialization of LO 1". R(Z,) is the Abelian group on the two representations pO, pi of Z2. R,(Z,) is generated by p0 -pi. This argument shows &,,(RP,) = Z/2/Z; the generator is x = 1 -L and the ring structure given by x2=2x. Since R= &at for real projective space, this proves: COROLLARY 
(Adams). Let m = 21 be eoen. &RP,)
=&JRP,) = Z/2'Z. It is generated by x = 1 -L and the ring structure is x2 = 2x.
Remark. This completes the discussion of the K-theory of spherical space forms using the eta invariant begun in [ 111. The only odd dimensional spherical space forms other than the sphere are the projective spaces.
We now wish to extend the integrality result of Lemma 2.1 to arbitrary pseudo-differential operators on RP,. To do this, we must first establish some additional facts concerning the dependence of eta on a twisting representation p. As this group is pure torsion, the map must be zero. Reducing mod Z shows ind(p, -p2, P) = 0 in R mod Z. We can therefore extend ind by additivity to gnat(M) so ind( V,, P) = ind(p, P) for p E R,(G) and have this well defined. Since any locally flat bundle has zero curvature, its rational Chern classes vanish and it must be a torsion bundle. Thus &(M) is pure torsion and the values of this invariant must lie in Q mod Z not R mod Z.
This completes the proof of (c) if M is orientable. Suppose next M is not orientable and let Z, + R + M be the oriented double cover. Let g # 1 E Z, be the orientation reversing map. We wish to show A also satisfies the hypothesis of (c). Fix a Riemannian metric on M and lift it to R so g acts by an isometry. We compute with complex coefficients rather than rational coefiicients and use DeRham cohomology. Let BE Hodd(M; C) be a harmonic differential form. Decompose 8=8+ +k =#J+g*B)+$(B-g*@.
Since g*(8+ ) = 8,) this is the pull-back of 0+ E Hodd(M; C) and vanishes by hypothesis. Let * be the Hodge operator giving Poincark duality. Since g reverses the orientation, g anti-commutes with *. *6-is g* invariant so the same argument shows *& = 0 so 6-= 0 and 6= 0.
Let (pl, p2, z) be given on M and let ind(p,, p2, z, *): K(S(T*M))/ n*K(M) -+ R be defined by Lemma 1.3. As this is multiplicative under finite coverings, the vanishing proved for iI implies the vanishing on M since we are in R not just R mod Z. The remainder of the argument is the same as in the orientable case.
We now return to the case at hand M= RP, and regard ind: &RP,) 0 K(s(T*RP,))/~c*K(RP,) + Q/z.
As RP, and S(T*RP,) are connected, we can also work in reduced Ktheory. We noted R'( RP,) = Z/2'. Z so the image in Q/Z must have order at most 2' and hence lies in Z[2-'1. If P is taken to be the operator of Lemma 3.1, we in fact get 2-' and consequently the map is surjective to Z[2-'1 mod Z. We summarize these observations in: As ZZ+ (p) has order 2', it gives a splitting so K(RP,) 0 Z/2'Z = K(S(RP,)).
We refer to [ 12, p. 3051 and also to a paper by V. Snaith (to appear in Canad. Math. Bul2.) for details.
We emphasize that for an arbitrary pseudo-differential operator P, q(P) has no invariant meaning; it will not in general be invariant under perturbations of P; one must take coefficients in a locally flat bundle (or restrict the parity of the symbol of a differential operator) to get topological significance.
FUNCTORIAL PROPERTIES
In Lemma 2.3, we described the basic representations cl and C, of the Clifford algebras %'(R") and %(R"+ ' ) on A,. Let m = 21 and decompose R" = R"' @ R"'. If the mi = 21, are even, we will describe cI in terms of the cI,; this will correspond to taking the product of two even dimensional manifolds. If the m, = 21, + 1 are odd, we will describe c, in terms of the E,,; this will correspond to taking the product of two odd dimensional manifolds. In this section, we will use these descriptions to describe the functorial properties of q(D,) with respect to products and twisted products; in the next section we will use these properties to discuss more examples where q(DT) is non-trivial.
We first discuss PIN, structures on product manifolds:
LEMMA 4.1. Let Ed be a PIN, structure on M, and let Ed be a SPIN, structure on Mz. The product manifold M inherits a natural product PIN, structure E = E~ x Ed. Zf E~ is a SPIN, structure, then so is E. (b) q(P)=q(P,).index(P:).
Remark.
In this context the word "natural" is to be understood in the category of (S)PIN, manifolds and (S)PIN, morphisms.
Proof. To prove (a), we may neglect the presence of the twisting bundles V,. Let (ci, c2, c) be representations of (%?(R"'), %'(Rm2), %?(R")) described in Lemma 2.3. We wish to describe c in terms of c, and c2. Let .
From this decomposition of the representations, we see that
where L(M,) = L(M) is the orientation bundle given by the character x. We decompose the orientations c1= ala,; these belong to SPIN,(m) and commute. We decomposed A,(M,) so c(a,)=(A 0,). Let tj=c,(aI)@al. We regard this as an invariantly defined isomorphism between A ,(M,) and A,(M,) @L(M,). e2 = 1 and Ic/ anti-commutes with c,( VI). Let c2 = 10 c2 and ci = ci @ 1 for notational convenience. These commute as do Ic, and c2. Then Since only the leading symbol matters in computing 9 by Lemma 1.6, we may assert the equality of the relevant operators; this is indeed the case if we choose product connections.
We use the isomorphism Remark. Although this lemma is well known (see [S, IO]), we give the proof here since the argument involved will be similar to one we shall give shortly to discuss the twisted product. We now turn our attention to products of odd dimensional manifolds. We first relate the operator of the PIN, complex to the tangential operator of the SPIN, complex: Proof Aain, we may take V to be the trivial bundle. We compute in terms of the representations. Let c1 V(R"-') + HOM(A,), C,: %?(R") -+ HOM(A,), and c2: %(Rm+' ) + HOM(A,+ 1) be as given in the second section. We must describe c2 in terms of the representation cr. Define A ,+, = A,Q C*; this has the correct dimension. Let (si} be the standard As {sj * sk} generates %$(Rm) for 1 <j, k Q m, this shows the representations of SPIN,(m) are isomorphic and gives the desired bundle isomorphism.
The symbol of QT is -ic*(s, + i ) ~~ (5) Proof Suppose for the moment that P has the form claimed. Then by Lemma 4.3, we have q(P) = q(P,). index(P,) = 0 as the index of any partial differential operator is zero on a compact odd dimensional manifold without boundary [ 123. To prove the indicated isomorphism, we may take V to be the trivial bundle since it is an equality on the symbol level.
Let E, be the representations of %(R"') on Ai discussed in Lemma 3.1 and let L be the one-dimensional representation space for the character x. DefineA=A,~A,~A,~L~A,;thishasdimension2'.LetR"=V,~V, for Vi = R"' and set ( > Proof. This follows immediately from the description of the representations given in the proof of Lemma 4.5. We note that since g: anticommutes with D1 that this morphism commutes with D,. If g, preserves the orientation, we replace (h J',) by (h y) in the statement of the lemma.
We now discuss twisted products. We suppose (M,, gi) given as in Corollary 4.6. We further suppose that g'= 1 is an involution and (g,*)'= 1. We suppose g, acts without fixed points on M, and set ll;i,= M2/Z2, where we divide out by the given action. Let n;i= M, x Ml/Z,;
this is a non-orientable manifold which inherits a PIN, structure from the given structures. We have a short exact sequence 0 + rr,(M,) -+ n,(&?,) + Z, + 0 and let (T be the non-trivial representation of Z, ; we use the exact sequence to regard this as a representation on x,(ii;r*). The line bundle L(a) = M, x C/(x2, I)= (gz(x2), -3.). Let Vi be vector bundles over M, with actions g* covering gi which are involutions. We let I'= V, 0 V, with the product action of g. The quotient gives a well defined vector bundle V over a. Let (P, P) be the tangential operator of the PIN, complex with coefficients in (V, V) over (M, ii;r). Let (P,, P,, jT2) be the operator of the PIN, complex with coefficients in (Vi, V,, F2) over (M, , Mz, Hz). Let Bq be the operator P, with coefficients in L(a). Because (M,, M,, ii;i2) are oriented, we can regard (PI, P2, B2, fi) as self-adjoint elliptic first order operators rather than as the operator of an elliptic complex. P, is the tangential operator of the SPIN, complex on Ff2 by Lemma 4.4. We shall give an example in the next section and discuss the twisted product of a lensspace with the circle. The reader may wish to consult that example to illustrate some of the notions involved here.
Pro&
We shall use a cancellation argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 4.3. We compute equivariantly on M. Since the Mi are oriented, we decompose using Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.6:
The involution gf commutes with the operator P,. We decompose the spectrum of P, into invariant and skew-invariant pieces. Let wJZ)l~kcm be a complete spectral resolution of Ps, where gf(bt ) = f. /I.$. Then (bz, J5 p: > is a spectral resolution of Pz over h?*, {b; , Jz B; } is a spectral resolution of c over JI,.
(The factor of fi is added since 2 vol(R,) = vol(M,).)
Decompose L'(d,(M,) @ VI) = S+ 0 So@ S into the positive/zero/ negative eigenspaces of P, . The involution g: anti-commutes with P, and is an isometry between S+ and S. Let {aj, a,> 1 sj< co be a spectral resolution of P, on S+; then ( -aj, g:aj} 1 G.i< o. is a spectral resolution of P, on S. As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we shall see that only the subspace $' contributes to the calculation of q.
We can identify elements of
The two dimensional space aj @ pk+ 0 C* is P-invariant. P has the form The eigenvalues are 2 {uj + (b; )"} 'I*. As a/-is positive, these are non-zero and distinct. We can take non-normalized eigensections and ti2=ajpkf ( -i2Ll) for 1=(a,'+(b:)2)"2.
(We do not use the notation d+, to avoid confusion with the notation already employed for /I.) Similarly, if we work with the space gFaj @ /?g @ C2 we get non-normalized eigensections corresponding to the same pair of eigenvalues.
We The theorem now follows immediately. It is worth remarking that Tr(gf on iV(P,)) can be given a topological interpretation and computed in terms of the Lefschetz fixed point formulas. We may regard P,:
despite the fact that L is the trivial bundle. In this interpretation, g: commutes with P, since the action on d,(M,)@L is -gT. Consequently Tr(g: on N(P,))= findex(P,, g,) is half the index of this elliptic complex relative to the geometric endomorphism g, .
EXAMPLES OF EVEN DIMENSIONAL PIN, MANIFOLDS WITH NON-ZERO ETA

INVARIANT
In this section, we shall apply the functorial constructions of Section 4 to construct other even dimensional manifolds with non-zero eta invariant.
Any holomorphic manifold admits a SPIN, structure; see, for example, Hitchin [17] . The SPIN, complex corresponding to this structure is just the 8 complex. If we take M2 = CPk to be complex projective space of dimension k, then index(a) = 1 and we can apply Theorem 4.2 to construct other even dimensional examples from any given even dimensional examples by taking products with CP,.
It is somewhat less trivial to find applications of Theorem 4.7. In this section, we will discuss the twisted product of a lensspace with the circle, although there are many other interesting examples. Let r: Z, --f U(Z) be a fixed point free representation-i.e., det( 1 -r(n)) # 0 for J # 1. We can diagonalize T and choose a basis for C so r(1) = diag(lql ,,.., 1,'). If q = (q, ,..., qr), then r is fixed point free if and only if the q's are coprime to p, r(Z,) acts without fixed points on the unit sphere S2'-' in C' and we define the quotient S2'-'/z(Zp) to be the lensspace L( p; q).
The stable tangent bundle T(L(p; q)) 0 1 inherits a complex structure; T(L(p; q))@ 1 = (V,), is the loally flat bundle given by the defining representation r, where we have forgotten the complex structure. Any unitary bundle admits a SPIN, structure and we define the relevant structure for the lensspace as follows. Let 2 = exp(2rcijlp) and let ?(A) E SPIN, be defined by where the .sj are the standard orthonormal basis for R". This only depends on the congruence class of j modp and not on the class mod 2p. It lifts z from SO (21) to SPIN,(y) and gives a SPIN, structure on L(p; q). An application of Donnelly's theorem [6] similar to that used to prove Theorem 3.3 yields the well known result: This shows the eta invariant with coefficients in p E R,(Z,) is a polynomial invariant.
Let p =2r be even and choose the q's to be odd. In applying Theorem 4.7, we shall take M1 = S' to be the unit circle and M, = L(r; q) to be a lensspace. M, is the boundary of the unit disk 0' in R'. Let g,(z) = Z be an orientation reversing isometry of 0'. This induces an orientation reversing isometry of S'. We can also regard S' = R/272. Z and in this form, g,(B) = -8. The map has two fixed points at (0, rr} corresponding to +_ 1 in the unit disk.
The short exact sequence of groups 0 --B Z,-+ Z, -+ Z, -+ 0 defines a double cover 0 + Z2 + L(r; q) -+ L(p; q) + 0 and defines an orientation preserving involution g, on L(r; q) without fixed points. Let li;i = S' x L(r; 4)/Z,. This is the example which we shall be discussing at some length. We can also regard &? = S' x S2'-l/Z, modulo the obvious action of 2,. The representation 0 of rc,(L(p; q) = i@,) N 2, discussed in Theorem 4.7 is the only non-trivial Z, representation of Z, so (T = pr.
We now define the PIN, structure on M and the actions of gr as PIN, morphisms by implication. Let S' x S*'-' be the boundary of S' x D2'. Let Z,, act on S' x D2' by the formula i.e., y(1)(8, z) = (Art& z(A) z) ).
If AEZ, -Z,, then y(l) has isolated fixed points at (0,O) and (n, 0). If Iz E Z, -{ 1 }, then r(A) has S' x (0) as the fixed point set. We use the product of the standard trivializations a/a0 of T(S) and a/axi of T(D") to express T(S' x D2') = 1 m+ ' for m = 21. Let t,,,,(A) E SO(m) be the real form of the unitary matrix t(A) obtained by identifying R" = C! Then the action of Z, on the tangent space is pr x rrca,. This is +_ 1 x products of orthogonal rotations through the angles 2njq,/p. We define a lift of this representation of Z, in O(m + 1) to PIN,(m + 1) by the equation for R = exp(2zcijlp). The {si) are the usual orthonormal basis for R" + '. This is just the product of the lift is, of g, on S' and z"(r) on D2' discussed earlier once a shift in the indexing set has been performed. It gives a PIN, structure to the twisted product M = S' x S2'-'/y(Z,) = S' x L(r; q)/v(Z,), which we shall denote by E. Let P, be the operator of the PIN, complex over S'. The bundle d,(S') = 1 is trivial since T(S) is trivial. We defined the representation C,(s,)= -i which implies P,= -ia/tXl g: acts by C,(is,)= -i.i=l so g:f(e) =f( -0). Th e null-space N(P) is one-dimensional and consists of the constant functions. g: acts trivially on constants and therefore Tr(g: on N(P,)) = 1. Let S' x S2'-' be the boundary of D2 x S*'-i and let g, act on the unit disk in the complex plane by g,(z) = Z. This defines a fixed point free action of Z, and we let IV= D2 x S2'~'/Z, be the corresponding quotient manifold; diV = a. Let x + iy be coordinates on D* so g:(a/ax) = a/ax and g:(a/ay) = -ajay. We decompose the tangent bundle T(D2 x S*'-') = l*@qp-')= 1m+l and the action of Z, is the same as before once the factors are rearranged slightly. We use the same formulas to lift Z, to PIN,(m + 1) and define a PIN, structure E on Iz;.
The crucial point to observe is that we have chosen a new frame for 1 mf' which is not equivalent to the previous one over the boundary Si x S2'-'. Let z = (cos(B), sin(e)) identify R/27t. Z with the boundary of 0'. Over S', one frame for r(S')@ 1 is (a/%?, n), where n is the inward unit normal. We can also regard T(S)@ 1 = T(D2) Is1 with the frame (a/ax, alay). They are related by the matrix andO<s<p.Delineo(t,s):G+GL(2,C)by w( t, s)" = diag( t", t -") and
The identity (y A) diag(t, t-I)(: h)=diag(t, t-l))' shows this is well defined on G. There are some obvious relations among the w(t, s), but as we do not need them we shall not bother to enumerate them. Together with the one-dimensional representations, this family exhausts the representations of G which are irreducible.
We choose a contiuous path from t to 1 in C; this constructs a family of bundles over li;ix 0, 1 connecting Vo(r.s) to Vo(l.sj. The representation 4l,s)=P,OP,+r.
By Lemma 1.6, the eta invariant is unchanged under this deformation.
Since {P~@P~+,}@{P~-P~}=~, we conclude rl((DTL(t, ,,I = 0 so these representations contribute nothing to the eta invariant. It was of course these representations which cancelled off in the proof of Theorem 4.7 so this vanishing is not surprising.
We summarize these calculations in:
THEOREM 5.3. Let I@= S' x L(r, Q)/Z2 be the twisted product with a lensspace. Let p = 2r = 2"b for a > 0 and b odd. Let D, be the tangential operator of the PIN, complex on i@ and let QT be the tangential operator of the PIN, complex on L(p; q). We adopt the notation defined previously. The range of the map p -+ q((DT)p) mapping R(rtl(nTi)) to R/Z is generated by the (pS} E R(Z,) and is the subgroup Z[2-"1 mod Z, where K is defined by the inequality (tc -1) 2"-' < 1~ rc2"-'.
Remark, As rc > 1, the range is always non-trivial and there always exists a PIN, structure on li;i bounding no compact PIN, manifold. Let m= D2 x S2'-i/Z, have boundary &i. The {p3> always extend across iir so the canonnical structure E does not. This shows ,U does not extend as E 6 p does. The Mobius bundle is isomorphic to the trivial bundle as a complex bundle, but this isomorphism cannot be chosen equivariantly. If 1= 1, then li;i= 5" x S'/Z, has a slightly different fundamental group and we leave the details in this case to the reader.
Proof. We proved all but the assertion regarding the range. By Lemma 5.1, ind(p, QT) = in&(p) =$ j.p=T,.+ 1 TrM~)) J.YIW~(J+) -lh where q = C q,, and p E R,(Z,). Let X=Po-PI and .Y=po--Pr.
We must compute the range of ind(p@y, Q=) =ind,(p@y) in R/Z as p E R(Z,) to complete the proof of(b).
It is more convenient to work with the normalized Dedekind sums ind:(p) =-! 1 Tr(p(J%))/det(l -r(n)). P /p= I,>.# I Thus the range of ind on the ideal yR(Z,) is independent of the particular fixed point free representation chosen and depends only on the dimension 1. Let N(I, p) be the minimum positive integer such that N(I, p) ind;(p 0 y) E Z for all p E R(Z,). N(Z, p) divides 2'+ ' by Lemma 2.5; we must show N(Z, p) = 2" to complete the proof of the theorem. We do this by interpreting N(Z,p) in K-theory; we refer to [ll J for a more complete discussion of the K-theory of odd dimensional spherical space forms using the eta invariant. Let &L(p; q)) be the reduced K-theory groups; E= &,, for these spaces. As c is odd, this shows the denominator 2 appears so 2 < N( 1, p). On the other hand, we already know since Tr(y( 1)) = 0. This sum is an integer by the orthogonality relations, which shows 2 ind:,,E Z so N(r, p) < 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.3. We remark that we can replace L(p; q) by a number of other odd dimensional spherical space forms; all that is needed is a non-trivial representation of the fundamental group to Z,. This generates a number of interesting examples; we refer to Wolf 1231 for more details. We cannot, however replace S' by other odd dimensional spheres. If k > 1, then there are no harmonic spinnors on Sk since the standard metric on Sk has positive scalar curvature (see [20] ) and thus Tr(g: on N(P,)) =0 for k > 1. There are, of course, other interesting examples of odd dimension k> 1 where this trace is odd.
